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What Is the Natural Aggregation?  
In July of 2015, Moodle issued a new gradebook aggregation method (“Natural”) which replaced 
the “Sum of Grades” option. Natural works the same way as Sum of Grades (grades are naturally 
weighted based on the number of points assigned to them, and students’ grades are factored by 
adding all points earned and dividing by the total number of points possible).  
 
In Sum of Grades, all items that had not yet been graded were treated as zeroes. This caused all 
students to show failing grades until they “earned” enough points to pull themselves into a 
passing grade. With Natural, this issue is resolved, and instructors can elect to “Exclude empty 
grades.” With empty grades excluded from grade calculations, items that have not yet been 
graded are ignored instead of treated as zeroes.  

What Settings Work Best in the Natural Gradebook?  
By default, all new courses inherit a “Natural” gradebook with recommended settings when 
they are created in Moodle. If you have modified these settings (or course copied an older 
course that used Sum of Grades or other aggregation methods) you can reset each grade 
category to its default settings by following these steps:  
 

1. From the Course Home page, select the Grades option in the Slide Out menu.  
2. Click on the Setup tab of the gradebook.  

 
3. Review the current categories (represented by folder icons - ) and items 

(represented by a pencil - , dropbox - , forum - , etc. icon) in your gradebook. If 
the default (recommended) settings have been modified, one or more messages will 

display within the total row (represented by sigma icons - ) of the modified categories 
letting you know which settings have been altered (1). If the default settings are in 
place, there will not be any messages displaying for that category’s total row (2).  
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4. For each category that shows a message, click the Edit > Edit settings option for the 
category (folder) row of the table to view and modify the settings for that category.  

 
5. Under Grade category, click the Show more… link to expand the available options.  

 
6. Make sure that the Aggregation is set to Natural and the Exclude empty grades 

checkbox is selected.  
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Note: If you use the Moodle Outcomes feature to track students’ achievement of 
learning objectives, then you’ll want to de-select the Include outcomes in aggregation 
option (if you do not currently use Moodle Outcomes, then this setting does not matter). 

7. Click the Save changes button.  
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